THE PEC NEIGHBORHOOD
ADVISORY SUB-COMMITTE
SUMMER BOOK CLUB
Every other Friday 4:30PM – 6:30PM
The Lawn at University City Square
3701 Filbert St., Philadelphia, PA 19104
July 29th, August 12th, August 26th,
September 9th, and September 23rd.

This is our 7th Annual Summer Book Club. The books we are reading this summer are a mix of fiction
and non-fiction. Each book addresses social issues that impact our community. And each offers a
point of view that inspires and encourages the reader toward new and exciting perspectives. Readers
can choose to read any or all the books in any order they choose. The Book Club discussions will
address each story’s principal themes and topics.
Please see reverse for the book list.
Contact Kevin Brown for more info at KevinB@pec-cares.org or 267-777-5820.
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“My Grandmother’s Hands will change the direction of the movement for racial
justice.” — Robin DiAngelo, New York Times bestselling author of White Fragility. In this
groundbreaking book, therapist Resmaa Menakem examines the damage caused by
racism in America from the perspective of trauma and body-centered psychology. The
body is where our instincts reside and where we fight, flee, or freeze, and it endures
the trauma inflicted by the ills that plague society. Menakem argues this destruction will
continue until Americans learn to heal the generational anguish of white supremacy, which
is deeply embedded in all our bodies.
My Broken Language is Quiara Alegría Hudes’ musical memoir of searching for her voice
while coming of age in 1980s and 1990s Philadelphia, as she strives to become an artist
and tell the stories of her family and community. Official selection of the One Book, One
Philadelphia signature project of the Free Library of Philadelphia promotes literacy, library
usage, and civic dialogue by encouraging the greater Philadelphia area to come together
through reading and discussing a single book.
Nightcrawling | NEW YORK TIMES BEST SELLER • OPRAH’S BOOK CLUB PICK •
A dazzling novel about a young Black woman who walks the streets of Oakland and
stumbles headlong into the failure of its justice system—the debut of a blazingly original
voice and “a soul-searching portrait of survival and hope” (Oprah Winfrey). “Nightcrawling
bursts at the seams of every page and swallows you whole.” —Tommy Orange, author of
There, There.
The Violin Conspiracy | GOOD MORNING AMERICA BOOK CLUB PICK! - Ray McMillian
is a Black classical musician on the rise. Undeterred by the pressure and prejudice of
the classical music world, a shocking theft sends him on a desperate quest to recover
his great-great-grandfather’s heirloom violin on the eve of the most prestigious music
competition in the world.
“Goliath” is a New York Times Editors’ Choice Pick!
A Most Anticipated Pick for USA Today | Bustle | Buzzfeed | Goodreads | Nerdist | io9 |
WBUR | Polygon | The New Scientist
“In this ambitious novel, dense with perspectives and social commentary, Onyebuchi
dreams up disparate lives in a crumbling future America―with gentrifiers returning to Earth
from space colonies and laborers trying to make a precarious living―while leaving room
for moments of beauty and humor.”―The New York Times, Editors’ Choice.
Razorblade Tears | A Novel by S. A. Cosby (Author) *INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER* New York Times Notable Book • NPR’s Best Books of 2021 • Washington
Post’s Best Thriller and Mystery Books of the Year • TIME Magazine’s 100 Must-Read
Books of 2021 • New York Public Library’s Best Books of the Year • Goodreads Choice
Award Nominee • Book of the Month’s Book of the Year Finalist.
“Provocative, violent ― beautiful and moving, too.” ―Washington Post
“Superb...Cuts right to the heart of the most important questions of our times.” ―Michael
Connelly
“A tour de force – poignant, action-packed, and profound.” ―Milwaukee Journal Sentinel
A Black father. A white father. Two murdered sons. A quest for vengeance.
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